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NEW GENERATION OF 
SOFT BAGS

A registered trademark of SNA Europe Group
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Specifically developed to make your job easier
BUILDERS OPEN BAG

Velcro straps for long tools: 
Spirit levels, tubes and similar 
longer material can be stored 
using those straps with the 
quick velcro system positioned 
in both upper side of the bag

Hand saw special pocket:
With a zip and velcro strap for a quick 
storage, avoids any accident and / or 
lost during transport

3100TB

Soft grip handle: 
Made of rubberized material. 
Provides a user friendly grip 
and isolates from touching 
any cold material

Measuring tape, card holder 
& phone pocket on one side

Code: 4750FB1-19A

4750FB1-19A 

600 x 400 x 400 mm

HARD BOTTOM
100% waterproof



BUILDERS OPEN & CLOSE CASE

Screwdriver section:
with elastics for keeping those 
tools always at hand

Velcro straps for rolling the 
cover: keeps the bag open 
when necessary but, at the 
same time, the handsaw and 
other pockets can be still used

Internal detachable tool panel 
with velcro system for quickly 
removing and bringing the needed 
tools. Elastics and pockets included

Soft grip handle made of rubberized 
material provides a user friendly grip and 
isolates from touching any cold material

Measuring tape, card holder 
& phone pocket on one side

Hand Saw special pocket: 
with a zip and velcro strap 
for a quick storage, avoids 
any accident and / or lost 
during transport

Softgrip handle access trough the cover

Velcro straps for long tools

Hard bottom:100% waterproof

Spirit level elastics
Holders on back side

Code: 4750FB1-19B

4750FB1-19B
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OPEN BAG WITH WHEELS

Multiple screwdrivers 
Internal pocket section

Side big pouches:
Left one zipped detachable
Right fixed one includes 
a plastic box for small 
consumables: screws, 
nuts, washers, terminals

Under lid net zipped 
pocket for documents

Elastic & velcro quick 
adjustable straps 
for long tools such as 
spirit levels, tubes…

Side horizontal handles: 
for easier pulling the bag 
when stored in confine 
places, pic ups, etc

10” Tablet
size specific pocket

Externally positioned pu 
80 x 25 mm wheels: 
For better stability and 
Silent when rolling

Telescopic handle: 
960 mm max

Card holder

Specifically developed to make your job easier

4750FB2W-24A

Handsaw internal 
zipped pocket

Code: 4750FB2W-24A

HARD BOTTOM
100% waterproof



“THE ORIGINAL” CLOSE BAG

Double heavy duty zips 

4 practical pockets 
on one side

Quick adjustable straps 
for long tools such as 
spirit levels, tubes…

Handsaw internal holder 
(tip protector & 
handle velcro holder)

Measuring tape, card holder 
& phone pocket on one side

Multiple internal and 
external pockets

4750FB2-19A
4750FB2-24A
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Code: 4750FB2-24ACode: 4750FB2-19A

HARD BOTTOM
100% waterproof



Specifically developed to make your job easier
LAPTOP TOOLS BAG

4750FB4-18

Divers height pockets 
and sections in each 
compartment allows a 
better tool distribution and 
to bring only one to the work 
place for avoiding carrying 
a heavy bag

Side detachable compartment: 
each one has its own design for better 
covering the needs of each user

Document pocket 
in each side detachable 
compartment

Central big padded compartment for 
laptop and similar delicate material and 
two detachable side sections

Measuring tape, 
card holder & phone 
pocket on one side

Code: 4750FB4-18
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HARD BOTTOM
100% waterproof



Big bottom pocket 
Including a plastic box for small 
consumables: screws, nuts, 
washers, terminals

Measuring tape, card 
holder & phone pocket 
on one side

Multiple screwdrivers 
elastic section
In front and back side

Hd reinforced handle 
provides stability and strength the bag

Divers height pockets 
replicated in both sides

Central big compartment 
for bigger tools or material

ELECTRICIAN BAG
4750FB3-12

Code: 4750FB3-12
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HARD BOTTOM
100% waterproof

BAHCO FOLDERS

• Measuring tape holder
• Rubber soft handle

•	 Multiple elastics for tool distribution in the bottom and upper side
•	 Card holder on front and labelling holder on the side for quick identification



PLASTIC TOOL BOXES

Made of virgin polypropylene (pp)
What makes the box really 
Heavy duty even if used 
under extreme conditions

The aluminum handle facilitates 
transportation. If you lift the handle,
the bottom part is blocked, preventing 
the box from opening accidentally

Sturdy  and big load capacity: 
The design of the box, with 
Nerves and specific shapes on 
The corners make it more sturdy 
increasing the load capacity

Internal tray is very helpful for 
taking only the needed tools 
into the area or keeping it tidy

Locking system: 
Even if the latches are open, when the 
alu handle is in vertical position blocks the 
bottom part of the box avoiding the box to 
open accidentally

• HD constructions with weld points in key areas for 
making the box robust 

• Internal protection using a 3.2mm thick plywood with 
anti-humidity treatment

• Combination of 0.8mm and 1.0mm thickness steel on 
the stressed areas for avoiding any deformation

• All boxes are including a tool tray which helps the user 
to carry the needed tools

• Orange powder coating with a texture finishing that is 
more resistant to the toughest working environments

MASON BOX

Specifically developed to make your job easier

B&C-1272-INT
Bahco is a registered trademark of SNA Europe Group

4750PTB50

4750PTBW47

500 x 295 x 270 mm

470 x 290 x 630 mm

Capacity 27 liters

Capacity 60 liters

4750PTB60

1496MB2

1496MB4

1496MB3

1496MB5

600 x 305 x 295 mm

530 x 290 x 290 mm 690 x 360 x 310 mm

830 x 440 x 340 mm910 x 530 x 530 mm

Capacity 37 liters


